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Envoy of Belfast 

"City Center Shopping"

There's something for everyone at the centrally-located, Envoy of Belfast.

Offering cutting-edge fashion, trendy designs and brilliant fabrics, Envoy

of Belfast is chock-full of gorgeous dresses, jeans, knitwear, jewelry,

handbags and other accessories. With the best of labels and brands, avant-

garde fashion that encompasses everyone's unique style, and a great

ambiance to shop in Envoy of Belfast is truly a fab place to visit!

 +44 28 9031 1110  mail@envoyofbelfast.com  4 Wellington Street, Belfast
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Velvet Boutique 

"Fashion Forward"

Offering a beautiful collection of international labels and fashion brands,

the Velvet Boutique reflects the high end fashion that the entire Lisburn

Road in Belfast epitomizes. Trendy and cutting-edge designs, from fashion

houses like Anna Sui and Schumacher among others, dominate the

shelves here. Sophisticated and highly alluring jewelry, accessories and

apparel are found here aplenty; the shop owner Grainne will be only too

happy to guide you through this experience; drop in for a treat for your

fashion-forward eyes!

 +44 28 9066 5221  info@velvetclothing.co.uk  661 Lisburn Road, Belfast
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Hugo Thomas 

"Twenty Years of Fashion"

Hugo Thomas has, over the last two decades, garnered quite a reputation

when it comes to tailoring and fashion. Offering top designs in menswear,

Thomas Hugo boasts of a great selection of Italian-tailored formal and

casual wear. Also on offer are brands such as Armani, Hugo Boss, among

many others. Located on the Lisburn Road, Belfast's high fashion street,

this place has all the answers when if you're looking for a style guide.

 +44 28 9066 2060  hugo@hugothomas.com  669 Lisburn Road, Belfast
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Red Ruby Rouge 

"High-End, Youthful Designs"

Just a few minutes walk from the Holywood train station, the Red Ruby

Rouge is a charming boutique located on the High Street. Shelves here

are dominated by works of budding talent from the dynamic business of

fashion. Be it a dress, a scarf or a jewelry, everything here reflects a fresh

perspective and makes for a splendid change. Full of bright and addictive

youthful exuberance, this Holywood boutique is a great place to shop!

 +44 28 9042 7818  info@redrubyrouge.com  120 High Street, Holywood
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